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Waterfowl

In spite of the good news  
that USDA is signing up  
nearly 32 million Con-

servation Reserve Program 
(CRP) acres, Ducks Unlimited 
(DU) is concerned the Prairie 
Pothole Region (PPR) will still be 
losing more than 250,000 acres of 
CRP this year.  Those acres are 
especially important for duck 
production.

“Secretary of Agriculture 
Tom Vilsack tried to keep en-
vironmentally sensitive land in 
CRP, but for a number of reasons, 
landowners in portions of the 
PPR were not as interested as we 
had hoped,” said Scott McLeod, 
DU governmental affairs repre-
sentative for agricultural policy. 
“The resulting loss of CRP acres 
in the PPR will mean fewer acres 
available for nesting ducks when 
they arrive on the breeding 
grounds next year.”

DU scientists estimate a loss 
of 250,000 aces of CRP could 
reduce the fall flight by more 
than 100,000 ducks per year. 
Compounding the loss of CRP 
land is the ongoing conversion 
of native grassland to cropland, 
estimated at over 200,000 acres 
annually. Another 3.5 million, 
or 35 percent of the current CRP 

acres in the PPR, will expire in 
2011-2012.

The U.S. Department of Agri-
culture (USDA) announced that 
slightly more than 4.3 million 
acres were enrolled in CRP in 
August. More than 4.8 million 
acres were offered nationwide 
by landowners during this gen-
eral sign-up.

In the PPR, almost 674,000 
a c re s  w e re 
enrol led in 
the sign-up, 
while 973,000 
are expiring 
at the end of 
this month. 
Some of those 
lost acres are 
likely to be 
offset by new 
enrollments 
in continuous 
CRP practic-
es.  McLeod 
s a y s  l a n d -
owner inter-
est may have 
been limited 
in the PPR by 
factors such 
as the sign-
up coinciding 
with the peak 

of small grain harvest in the 
Dakotas, CRP rental payments 
still being too low and possible 
competition with continuous 
CRP practices, which provide 
greater financial incentives.

“Landowners did not re-
ceive points for wetlands in the 
Environmental Benefits Index 
(EBI) during this sign-up like 
they have in the past, and this 
undoubtedly was a factor in the 
lower acceptance rates in por-
tions of the PPR,” he said. Only 
four states had a lower accep-
tance rate than North Dakota. 
CRP offers are given an EBI score 
that reflects the environmental 
sensitivity of the land and then 
compete nationally with all 
other offers. Offers receiving the 
highest scores are accepted for 
enrollment.

Loss could result in 
100,000 fewer ducks in the 

fall flight each year
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The best way to find  
waterfowl during  
the fall migration is 

to ask those who are constantly 
scanning the skies for south-
bound flocks – waterfowl hunt-
ers. Ducks Unlimited is offer-
ing the opportunity to access 
migration information from 
hunters all across the country 
through DU’s 2010 Waterfowl 
Migration Map, the most in-
depth and widely-used online 
waterfowl migration mapping 
tool. 

A combination of cutting-
edge technology and word-of-
mouth communication among 
duck hunters and waterfowl 
enthusiasts, the DU Migration 
Map is the most comprehensive 
waterfowl migration map on 
the web.

“The migration map is one 
component of DU’s ‘Opening 
Day’ website, the ultimate wa-
terfowl hunter’s resource aimed 
at getting waterfowl hunters 
geared up for the season,” said 
Anthony Jones, DU’s web di-
rector. “We received more than 
10,000 reports for the migration 
map last year, which greatly 
benefited waterfowl hunters in 
their scouting and planning ef-

forts. During the off-season, we 
used feedback from supporters 
to improve the map. The result 
is a more powerful and inno-
vative asset that duck hunters 
can’t afford to miss.”

The migration map allows 
users to report waterfowl activ-
ity and hunting conditions in 
their local areas. Visitors load-
ing the map will then see an 
aerial view of North America 
with colored markers scattered 
across it. Each marker repre-
sents user-submitted reports 
with color-coded waterfowl 
concentrations. Hunters can 
click on any marker to view 
the detailed reports, and in 
some cases, see aerial maps of 
their favorite hunting spots. 
Waterfowl enthusiasts are also 
encouraged to submit reports 
and can use the map to follow 
the annual migration.

The 2010 Waterfowl Migra-
tion Map includes features like 
detailed reporting, weather 
forecasts, improved imagery 
and navigation, a full-screen 
map, e-mail notifications for 
reports submitted from person-
ally selected locations, histori-
cal data based on reports from 
throughout the season, and a 
clear activity scale showing pre-

migration, peak-migration and 
post-migration activity

“We’re always looking for 
ways to improve our technol-
ogy to better serve our mem-
bers,” said Robby Parker, DU’s 
manager of web development. 
“As waterfowl hunters and 
enthusiasts use the map, we 
will continue to enhance this 
and other online applications to 
provide maximum value to our 
members and supporters.”

DU’s 2010 Waterfowl Mi-
gration Map is available 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week, 
exclusively on the Ducks Un-
limited website.

http://www.ducks.org/
m i g r a t i o n m a p / d e f a u l t .
aspx?poe=duhometxt

Ducks Unlimited Launches Cutting 
Edge Waterfowl Migration Map for 2010 

season

The Flight
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Duck Calling 101
Four steps to better calling 

By John Pollman
From Ducks Unlimited

Stand on Main Street in  
Stuttgart, Ark., during  
the Wings Over the 

Prairie Festival and a hunter 
might start thinking that the 
only successful caller is one 
who can create a 90-second 
symphony of sounds on his 
favorite call.

But if you strip away the 
elaborate hail calls and the roll-
ing feeding chuckle, what you 
have left is a basic framework 
of sounds that any hunter can 
master. And according to one 
world-champion caller, the 
simple stuff is all you need to 
call more ducks.

Step 1: The Basic 
Quack

Arkansas duck hunter Jim 
Ronquest is quite familiar with 
both sides of the duck-calling 
world.

As winner of the 2006 
World’s Duck Calling Contest, 
Ronquest knows what it takes to 
win over a panel of judges. But 
as a hunter, guide and producer 
of Rich-n-Tone Call’s popular 
“RNT-V” program, Ronquest’s 
livelihood is grounded in being 
able to bring ducks up close and 
personal.

Ronquest’s first rule 

in calling ducks: Get 
down to the basics.

“The bottom line is, if you 
cannot make that one single, 
basic quack, you will struggle 
with everything else,” says 
Ronquest. “It is the foundation 
for just about everything you 
do with a duck call.”

Ronquest suggests that 
hunters say, “hut,” “hoot,” 
“wick,” “wack” or another 
similar word into the call, using 
the tongue to stop the flow of 
air at the end of the syllable.

“Once you can do one, do 
two, then three and so on until 
you can make five quacks right 
in a row, keeping them all ex-
act, all on the same level,” says 
Ronquest.

Step 2: Putting Them 
on a String

Once you can do five identi-
cal quacks in a row, Ronquest 
says you can start working at 
stringing the sounds together 
into a duck-like rhythm.

“Think of the children’s 
nursery rhyme, ‘Three Blind 
Mice,’ or break it down into 
numbers,” says Ronquest. 
“Each quack should step down 
in pitch, length and volume.”

QUAAAACK, QUAAACK, 
QUAack, Quack, quack

or

OOOOOONE, TWOOOO, 
THreee, Four, five

Ronquest says once you’ve 
gotten a feeling for the basic 

Waterfowl Tips
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five-note greeting call, you 
can start to incorporate faster 
or slower rhythms and adjust 
the amount of vocal inflection 
(sound in your throat) to realis-
tically duplicate several differ-
ent-sounding mallard hens.

Step 3: Feeding and 
Contentment Sounds

While the machine-gun-like 
feeding call heard on the contest 
stage is impressive, Ronquest 
says that a more effective call 
to learn and use in the field is 
a single “kuk,” which starts at 
the back of the throat.

Duck calling in the 
field

Ronquest says the single 
“kuk” call is far more effective 
to know in the field than the 
loud show calls used in calling 
contests.

“This is a much easier call 
to learn compared to a sophis-
ticated-sounding contest feed 
call,” says Ronquest. “And it is 
one that I use in some form or 
fashion every day while calling 
ducks.

Ronquest uses the call to 
replicate the broken chatter 
of birds on the water, keep-
ing the ducks’ attention as he 
slows down, speeds up and 
changes his vocal inflection: 
“kuk-kuk-kuk, ku-ku, ku, ku, 
kuk, kuk...”

It is also a call Ronquest 
uses aggressively later in the 
season when working ducks 
that have grown accustomed 

to more tradi-
tional methods: 
“KUK, KUK, 
K U K  K U K 
KUK, KUK...”

Step 4: Put-
ting It All To-
gether

There is no 
secret to be-
coming a better 
caller, Ronquest 
says. Develop-
ing a founda-
tion of realistic 
sounds is only 
going to hap-
pen if a hunter 
spends t ime 
practicing.

R o n q u e s t 
e n c o u r a g e s 
callers to strive 
to get to a point where they 
can hit a five-note greeting 
call, loud or soft, fast or slow, 
without much thinking. Add in 
some of the basic feed- or con-
tentment-type clucks, and you 
have essentially everything you 
need in order to work even the 
wariest of mallards throughout 
the season.

And he says that once 
a hunter takes what he has 
learned to the marsh or the 
timber, he should keep an eye 
on the ducks’ body language 
for an indication of what they 
want to hear.

“You’ll see by how the birds 
react if they want a little or a 
lot of calling,” says Ronquest. 
“Most days it will be a mixture 
of everything; you just have to 

experiment. But the only way 
to figure it out completely is 
by getting out there and doing 
it.”

Some days that means even 
this world-champion duck 
caller will simply put his call 
in his pocket and pull the jerk 
string.

“You just have to be will-
ing to change it up some,” 
says Ronquest. “But that is the 
fun and challenge of shooting 
ducks up close and personal.”

And for those days when 
nothing seems to work, Ron-
quest encourages hunters to not 
get too disappointed.

“You will never get them 
all day, day in and day out. 
Nobody does.”
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Food Supplements

We all want our pets to  
live long, happy and  
healthy lives.  In order 

to achieve this, we take them for their 
annual veterinary appointments, 
make sure they get plenty of exercise 
and feed them the best pet food we 
can afford. Some of us even go so 
far as to give our pets vitamins or 
supplements to add an extra degree 
of protection.  But are these supple-
ments necessary?

“Healthy animals with complete 
and balanced diets should not need 
supplements and therefore, they are 
not necessarily recommended,” states 
Dr. John Bauer, Professor of Small Ani-
mal Medicine & Faculty of Nutrition 
at the Texas A&M University College 
of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical 
Sciences.

Just as a healthy diet should 
provide people with their essential 
vitamins and nutrients, the same is 
true for our pets.

“Pet food companies use a vita-
min pre-mix for the particular species 
to which it is marketed,” says Bauer. 
“For this reason a good quality food 
should already meet the nutritional 
needs of your pet.”

If you formulate your own pet 
food at home, there are easy and af-
fordable options to make sure your 
pet is getting these vitamins as well.

“When I formulate home diets for 
patients I have the owner add a hu-
man multi-vitamin,” explains Bauer. 
“The amount will vary based on the 
size and breed of your dog so if you 
are formulating your own diet make 
sure to check with your veterinarian 
before for dosage guidelines.”

While most pets do not require an 
additional vitamin for general health, 
Bauer does add that there is the rare 
exception.

“One example I can think of is 
vitamin C production in cats and 
dogs. Under normal conditions both 
cats and dogs can produce their own 
vitamin C,” notes Bauer. “However, 
under times of stress it has been found 
that they may not make enough and 
may need to be supplemented.”

Bauer explains that the problem 
with supplements in general is that 
although we know what the minimal 
recommended amounts are, there is 
little scientific data regarding what the 
“optimal” level of a particular nutrient 
is.  Therefore it is difficult to address 

whether supplements beyond the rec-
ommended allowance are of additional 
benefit for normal healthy animals.

“While I wouldn’t suggest throw-
ing a lot of vitamins at healthy pets, 
there are a few that are commonly 
prescribed by veterinarians because 
there is some evidence that they have 
positive effects,” states Bauer. “These 
supplements, namely glucosamine, 
fish oil and antioxidants, may have a 
place in consultation with a veterinar-
ian, but there is no proof they will be 
effective in preventing ailments in a 
healthy animal.”

Although extra vitamins may not 
be proven to cure or prevent disease 
in a healthy animal, because there is 
some evidence that a few may either 
put off or lessen the effects of some 
ailments in pets there are owners who 
may want to give them just in case.

“While supplements can add up 
monetarily, it is possible that they might 
save you some vet bills in the long run 
by slowing down the effects of some 
subclinical problems,” advises Bauer.

 It’s important to remember how-
ever, that there is a safe upper-limit to 
any vitamin so if an owner wants to 
supplement their pet’s diet they need 
to consult with a veterinarian.

“The difference between a food 
and a poison is the dosage,” explains 
Bauer. “Safety is always subjective 
based on the individual so it’s impera-
tive that you check with your veteri-
narian and you can even consult with 
the supplement manufacturer.”

As pet owners we want what is best 
for our animals and while it’s impos-
sible to say right now if supplements 
will help, it’s safe to say that they will 
not hurt if they are within the guide-
lines prescribed by your veterinarian.  
Because of this lack of absolute proof 
and the fact that these supplements can 
be costly it’s up to every pet owner to 
weigh the facts and decide what’s best 
for their furry family member.

Pet Talk is a service of the College 
of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical 
Sciences, Texas A&M University.

The Importance of Supplements for Your 
Pets
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Quail Forever Quail 
Hunting Forecast 2010
Overview: Quail numbers 

should be as good or better 
than last year for hunters head-
ing to the nation’s bobwhite 
quail bread basket of Kansas, 
Oklahoma and Texas. Across 
the northern reaches of the 
bobwhite range, a harsh winter 
hurt bird numbers in many ar-
eas. As for the southeast, habi-
tat improvements are helping 
in areas, but quail hunters are 
still left wanting and needing 
lots more of it. Finally, west-
ern quail hunters should find 
ample opportunities for fine 
wingshooting.

As far as habitat is con-
cerned, the recently completed 
Conservation Reserve Program 
(CRP) general signup will keep 
the program at or near 32 mil-
lion acres nationwide, includ-
ing vital bobwhite habitat in the 
Great Plains. And the federal 
“Open Fields” initiative is off 
the ground, which will help 
states launch or enhance public 
hunting access programs tied to 
wildlife habitat improvement. 
Your support of Quail Forever 
has been critical in the success 
of both programs.

Remember to always con-
sult official state hunting regu-

Quail Numbers

lations for rules and season 
dates, and please carry Quail 
Forever’s code with you into 
the field this fall:

As a member of Quail For-
ever, I believe in conserving 
wildlife and protecting the en-
vironment. I promise to leave 
the outdoors a little better than 
I found it. I will hunt safely and 
treat hunting on public and pri-
vate land as a privilege. I will 
always ask permission before 
hunting private land.

Alabama – Not Much Change

Arkansas – Hunt Hard to 
Find Birds

California – Best in Years

Colorado – Northeast Down, 
Southeast Up

Florida – Habitat is Helping

Georgia – South Has Some 
Spots

Idaho – Another Excellent 
Quail Year

Illinois – South Escapes 
Brunt of Winter

Indiana – Whistling Up in 
Southern Third

Iowa – Winter and Water 
Brutal for Bobs
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Kansas – Central, South Central and 
Southwest Look Good

Kentucky – The West and a First This Year

Louisiana – Slightly Improved

Missouri – Winter, Rain Bring Pain for 
“Show Me” Bobs

Nebraska – Snow and Ice Nothing Nice for 
Husker Quail

North Carolina – East Still Excellent

Ohio – Heavy Snow Deals Quail Blow

Oklahoma – Looks to Bounce Back

Oregon – California Quail Show Strong 
Improvement

South Carolina – Favorable Conditions, 
Improved Numbers

Tennessee – Winter Erases Modest Gains

Texas – Nation’s Stronghold is Back

Utah – Spring Rains Bring Quail Gains

Virginia – Down Statewide, Up in 
Tidewater

Washington – Western Triple Threat

West Virginia – Panhandle and Ohio River 
Valley

Male Dog Names
1. MAX
2. BUDDY
3. JAKE
4. ROCKY
5. BAILEY 
6. BUSTER
7. CODY
8. CHARLIE
9. BEAR
10. JACK 

Female Dog Names
1. MOLLY
2. MAGGIE
3. DAISY
4. LUCY
5. SADIE
6. GINGER
7. CHLOE
8. BAILEY
9. SOPHIE
10. ZOE 

Top 10 
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Law of the 
Garbage 

Truck
One day I hopped in a taxi 

and we took off for the airport

We were driving in the right 
lane when suddenly a black car 
jumped out of a parking space 
right in front of us.

My taxi driver slammed on 
his brakes, skidded, and missed 
the other car by just inches! The 
driver of the other car whipped 
his head around and started 
yelling at us.

My taxi driver just smiled 
and waved at the guy. And I 
mean, he was really friendly.

So I asked, ‘Why did you 
just do that? This guy almost 
ruined your car and sent us to 
the hospital!’

This is when my taxi driver 
taught me what I now call, ‘The 
Law of the Garbage Truck.’

He explained that many 
people are like garbage trucks. 
They run around full of gar-
bage, full of frustration, full of 
anger, and full of disappoint-
ment.

As their garbage piles up, 
they need a place to dump it 
and sometimes they’ll dump 
it on you. Don’t take it person-
ally.

Just smile, wave, wish them 
well, and move on. Don’t take 
their garbage and spread it to 
other people at work, at home, 

or on the streets.

The bottom line is that suc-
cessful people do not let gar-
bage trucks take over their 
day.

Life’s too short to wake up 
in the morning with regrets,

so ... Love the people who 
treat you right.

Pray for the ones who 
don’t.

Life is ten percent what you 
make it and ninety percent how 
you take it!

Have a garbage-free day!

From David Senogles
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Industry News

Firearms Industry 
Matches ATF Reward 

in Bedford Heights 
Firearms Theft

The National Shooting Sports 
Foundation (NSSF) -- the trade as-
sociation for the firearms industry 
--announced a $2,500 reward for 
information leading to the arrest 
and conviction of the persons(s) 
responsible for the theft of firearms 
from Atlantic Gun and Tackle, 5425 
Northfield Road, Bedford Heights, 
Ohio. This reward offer matches a 
$2,500 reward offer by the Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives (ATF).

The burglary occurred be-
tween the late evening hours of 
Wednesday, Aug. 18, and the 
early morning hours of Thursday, 
Aug.19, 2010.

Steve Sanetti, president of the 
NSSF, said, “Our matching reward 
offer will hopefully help assist 
ATF and local law enforcement in 
solving this crime against a feder-
ally licensed firearms dealer and 
lead to the swift recovery of stolen 
firearms before they can enter the 
illegal underground black market 
where they can be misused to com-
mit violent crimes.”

The matching reward payment 
by NSSF will be granted only fol-
lowing payment of the initial ATF 
reward.

Anyone with information is 
asked to call the ATF hotline at 
1-800-ATF-GUNS (1-800-283-4867) 
or the Bedford Heights Police 
Department. The ATF hotline is 
toll free and callers may remain 

anonymous.

For any questions about the 
theft of these firearms, please 
contact ATF at the number listed 
above.

AVMF announce 
$500,000 in 

incentives to attract 
veterinarians 

into food animal 
veterinary medicine

 The American Veterinary 
Medical Association (AVMA) 
and American Veterinary Medical 
Foundation (AVMF) announced 
$500,000 in veterinary school loan 
repayments as part of a program 
to combat a growing shortage of 
food animal veterinarians.

The five recipients of the 
$100,000 incentives—spread over 
four years of service in areas of 
need—are Dr. Shaw Perrin (The 
Ohio State University) practic-
ing in Goshen, Ind.; Dr. Austin 
Ayars (The Ohio State University) 
practicing in Phoenix, Ariz.; Dr. 
Conrad Spangler (University of 
Minnesota) practicing in Dalhaert, 
Texas; Dr. Kay Russo (Cornell Uni-
versity) practicing in Stephenville, 
Texas; and Dr. Scott Morey (Kan-
sas State University) practicing in 
Concordia, Kan.

“This year, the average debt 
for new graduates from veterinary 
school was over $130,000. This 
school loan forgiveness program 
will help support veterinarians 
who want to pursue a career in 
food animal medicine that might 

otherwise not be able to afford to 
work in underserved areas,” ex-
plains Dr. Larry Kornegay, presi-
dent of the AVMA.

Each recipient of the Food 
Animal Veterinarian Recruitment 
and Retention Pilot Program has 
made a commitment to working 
in food animal medicine for four 
years in an area that is experienc-
ing a shortage of veterinary care.  
The pilot program is sponsored by 
Boehringer-Ingelheim Vetmedica, 
Elanco Animal Health, Intervet/
Schering-Plough Animal Health, 
Pfizer Animal Health, and Philbro 
Animal Health.

 “We received well over 100 
applications from interested vet-
erinarians, who underscore the 
need for this program,” said Mi-
chael Cathey, head of the AVMF.  
“It was encouraging to see so 
many veterinarians interested in 
food animal medicine, but more 
has to be done.  Many of our ap-
plicants told us they were forced to 
turn down job offers in rural areas 
because of their student debt.

“We were able to make a small 
but significant impact on the food 
animal veterinarian shortage be-
cause of the pilot program funders.  
The need for this program is clear, 
and we need for more organiza-
tions and individuals to join 
us in this important effort,” 
Cathey added.

For more information about 
this issue please visit www.
avma.org, or for information 
about the Food Animal Veteri-
narian Recruitment and Reten-
tion Pilot Program visit www.
avmf.org.

For more information, 
please contact:
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Tom McPheron

AVMA staff writer

847-285-6781

tmcpheron@avma.org

Bill to Protect 
Traditional 

Ammunition 
Introduced in U.S. 

House
By Larry Keane 

Following continued attacks 
by anti-hunting groups to ban 
traditional ammunition (ammuni-
tion containing lead-core compo-
nents) under the Toxic Substance 
Control Act (TSCA) of 1976, Rep. 
Paul Broun (R-Ga.) has introduced 
legislation (H.R. 6284) to clarify 
the longstanding exemption of 
ammunition under the act.

“This bill will help to ensure 
that America’s hunters and shoot-
ers can continue to choose for 
themselves the best ammunition 
to use,” said NSSF President and 
CEO Stephen L. Sanetti.

Earlier this week, Sen. Blanche 
Lincoln (D-Ark) introduced a 
similar bill in the United States 
Senate.

Last month, on the heels of 
a strong grassroots campaign 
led by NSSF, the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) denied a 
petition by the anti-hunting Center 
for Biological Diversity (CBD) to 
ban the production and distribu-
tion of traditional ammunition. 
The decision to deny the petition 
was met with strong support 
from hunting and conservation 
groups that recognized a ban on 
traditional ammunition would 
have a negative impact on wildlife 

conservation. The federal excise 
tax that manufacturers pay on the 
sale of ammunition (11 percent) 
is a primary source of wildlife 
conservation funding Last year, 
firearm and ammunition manufac-
turers contributed approximately 
$450 million dollars to wildlife 
conservation through excise tax 
payments.

“Wildlife management popu-
lation decisions are the proper 
jurisdiction of the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the 50 state 
wildlife agencies,” said NSSF Se-
nior Vice President and General 
Counsel Lawrence G. Keane. “This 
legislation will help safeguard this 
important policy.”

Representative Broun is the co-
chairman of the Second Amend-
ment Task Force.

Anti-gun Opposition 
to ATF Reform 
and Firearms 

Modernization Act 
Grows

By Larry Keane 
Today, the New York Times 

did something rather unorthodox. 
It ran a letter to the editor by two 
long-ago ATF directors that was in 
response to my letter to the Times 
published online this week. My 
letter responded to a Times’ edito-
rial opposing the ATF Reform and 
Firearms Modernization Act of 
2009 and explained why industry 
supports the bill. In today’s rebut-
tal letter to the editor, Clinton-era 
ATF Director John Magaw (ATF 
Director 1993-99) who has been 
out of office for over a decade and 
Steve Higgins (ATF Director 1982-
93), even further removed from 
ATF, along with two low-level 
former ATF agents (Joe Vince and 

Gerald Nunziato) took issue with 
NSSF support for this legislation – 
legislation that is supported by a 
bi-partisan majority in Congress.

Conspicuously absent from 
their letter, however, was any 
mention of their anti-gun affilia-
tions. One would think this would 
be important information for an 
interested reader to have.

Steve Higgins was paid to 
testify against members of the 
firearms industry in the Hamilton 
and NAACP cases — both tried 
before liberal activist judge Jack 
Weinstein — which sought to 
drive the firearms industry out of 
business by blaming manufactur-
ers for the actions of criminals. 
These cases were funded in part 
by billionaire anti-gun activists 
George Soros and Andrew McK-
elvey, the latter being benefactor 
of the now-defunct Americans for 
Gun Safety (AGS). In the NAACP 
case Higgins worked with anti-
gun lawyer Matthew Nozanchuk 
from the Violence Policy Center 
(VPC) and Sayre Weaver from the 
Legal Community Against Gun 
Violence (LCAV). Nozanchuk is 
now a high-ranking official in the 
Obama Justice Department.

As for ATF agents Joe Vince 
and Jerry Nuziatto, they’re part-
ners in a company they founded 
immediately after they left ATF 
called Crime Gun Solutions, LLC. 
Vince and Nuziatto have been 
paid to testify against members 
of the firearms industry, including 
appearances in the failed “munici-
pal litigations” brought chiefly by 
the Brady Center. Joe Vince served 
on the board of the deceptively 
named American Hunters and 
Shooters Association (AHSA), 
which, like its predecessor AGA, 
is now defunct.
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